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This paper provides an intelligence-led analysis of the current threat landscape for the financial-service sector across Africa, and an assessment of future trends.

African financial-service institutions currently face a significant threat from organized criminal groups and financially motivated nation-states conducting high-value thefts in heist-style operations. These operations build on previous successes against similar systems in the now-more-cyber-mature developed world and focus on exploiting generally inadequate cybersecurity controls to manipulate the integrity of payment-processing mechanisms and internal security controls. Malicious insiders have also shown the intent and capability to leverage privileged knowledge and system access and steal from their employers.

Ransomware also presents a prominent and growing threat, given its detrimental impact on the availability and confidentiality of critical systems and data. A growing number of organized criminal groups and individual hackers are showing both the intent and capability to direct this activity against African financial-service institutions; the majority of these attacks opportunistically take advantage of security issues and infrastructure vulnerabilities.

Furthermore, African financial-service institutions are also heavily affected by the large volume of low-sophistication scams, thefts, and fraudulent activity directed against their customers. Scams harming victims abroad may also deter foreign investment, to the detriment of Africa’s long-term economic potential. Such scams generally originate from domestic grassroots actors, likely compounded by socioeconomic factors such as unemployment and economic inequality.

Next to that, African financial-service institutions are currently experiencing high levels of espionage and data theft from nation-states, organized criminal groups, insiders, and individual hackers. Although these types of attack have fewer immediately tangible impacts than direct theft or extortion attempts, they can cause future issues, such as loss of competitive advantage or loss of customer trust. African financial-service institutions also face a small but growing risk of supply-chain compromise from the increasing use of third-party entities within the financial-services infrastructure, expanding the general attack surface.

Looking forward, the following emerging trends can be identified:

Large-scale rapid digitalization of financial products provides new avenues of opportunity for threat actors. Greater levels of digitally enabled financial inclusion, coupled with customers who are unfamiliar with those products and services, open up new targets for scammers.
Digitalization also comes with an expanded supply chain, which will provide threat actors with new access vectors.

Short-term economic challenges will increase the attractiveness of cybercrime for the young and unemployed. However, sporadic introduction and lax enforcement of cybersecurity regulations will not deter domestic cyber activity over the short to medium term. On top of that, increased security in the developed world will increase Africa’s attractiveness to an array of threat actors.

Finally, it is to be expected that Africa’s increasing geopolitical relevance will incite more targeting from nation-state threat actors.

The challenge of coping with the serious cyber threats facing Africa’s financial sector—and, with it, society in general—is not borne by Africa’s banks, payment service providers, and financial infrastructures alone; financial authorities (including central banks) and governments can help address these challenges by focusing on improving the cyber resilience of both individual financial entities and the financial sector as a collective, on strengthening the cyber resilience and supervisory capacity of central banks and financial authorities, and ultimately on bolstering the cyber resilience of African society at large. Central banks and financial authorities should also actively seek to cooperate with their peers in neighboring countries.

With regards to improving the cyber resilience of individual financial entities and the financial sector as a collective, it is recommended that authorities publish more specific operational guidelines and cyber resilience expectations to help financial entities and their relevant authorities to implement and assess the appropriate cyber resilience measures. Next to that, it is recommended that the responsible authorities invite systemically important financial entities to engage in threat-led penetration testing and team up in a cyber information and intelligence-sharing initiative. The wheel does not need to be invented again; practical examples of these three recommendations have been published or implemented by other international authorities.¹

The responsibility for being cyber resilient and having enough cyber capabilities does not lie with the private sector alone; central banks and other financial authorities also have to play their part. Therefore, central banks and other financial authorities must comply with their own guidelines and expectations, especially as most central banks are also RTGS payment system operators and thus engage in activities covered by these guidelines and expectations. Furthermore, it will greatly contribute to the cyber capabilities and cyber resilience of the central bank if the senior managers of the supervision, oversight, payment systems, and information systems departments engage in structured internal dialogue, to learn from each other and contribute to each other’s policy and operational objectives.

Some of the cyber threats faced by Africa’s financial sector can be addressed only by government action. On the preventive side, it is recommended that central banks call for—and contribute to—more focused government action to improve financial and digital literacy among its citizens and consider expanding the availability of basic cybersecurity studies to provide for a future career path for unemployed youth. Next to that, establishing a national cybersecurity center to assist the government and vital industry sectors with cyber advice and the services of a computer emergency response team will greatly contribute to a higher level of cyber resilience within a country’s vital governmental and commercial sectors. Given their crucial institutional role in society, central banks could—and should—play a facilitating role in the establishment of such national cybersecurity centers. Unfortunately, cyber threats are here to stay, and cyberattacks will continue to happen. An efficient and credible judicial system is needed to prevent cybercrimes and—if they happen—to follow up with effective law-enforcement actions. Central banks and other financial authorities should urge governments to improve the cyber capabilities of the judicial system (police, prosecutor offices, courts) and should stand ready to make available specific financial or cyber expertise, if required.

Finally, cyber risks transcend geographic borders. Therefore, it is recommended that central banks and financial authorities reach out to their peers in neighboring countries to coordinate follow-up actions regarding the recommendations above and to establish and cooperate in joint initiatives, where appropriate.
The ever-increasing digitalization of everyday life makes cybersecurity a prominent topic for entities in all industries, but particularly so for organizations of systemic importance, such as financial services, which have to secure systems processing billions of US dollars each day. The issue of cybersecurity has not gone unnoticed in the developed world. Countries have made significant moves toward improving broad cybersecurity standards, introducing robust and comprehensive legislation, educating the public on cybersecurity awareness, and increasingly subjecting critical national infrastructure entities to mandated intelligence-led penetration testing and intelligence sharing.

However, a number of factors, including economic constraints, political disagreements, civil unrest, inadequate infrastructure, and a general lack of awareness, have limited a similar progression of cybersecurity standards across much of the developing world, although this assessment varies significantly between states in this category. Although the continent’s size and variety make it difficult to establish comprehensively the general state of cybersecurity across all of Africa, the following common issues make African cyberspace an attractive target for motivated threat actors:

- **Human factor:** While a problem worldwide, Africa suffers from a general lack of public cyber threat awareness and digital hygiene (Świątkowska 2020, 21). Researchers have cited difficulties in disseminating security materials, influenced by factors such as high levels of linguistic diversity and varying English language skills (Kabanda, Tanner, and Kent 2018, 270).

- **Lack of capacity:** Research in 2019 showed only 4 percent of information assurance specialists were located in Africa (Świątkowska 2020, 21). By 2020 there was also an estimated shortage of 100,000 cybersecurity professionals on the continent, further hampering organizations’ ability to implement proper cybersecurity protocols and tooling (Kshetri 2019, 78).

- **Resources:** The majority of countries in the developing world rely on outdated, poorly secured, unlicensed, or unmanaged information security assets (Świątkowska 2020, 20). Numerous countries in Africa also have high rates of pirated software, compounding difficulties of checking software for malicious components: In 2017, investigations showed 90 percent and 89 percent of software in Libya and Zimbabwe, respectively, was pirated (Kshetri 2019, 78).
• **Economic constraints:** A 2017 study of African small and medium-sized enterprises indicated that about 95 percent of those polled were at or below the “security poverty line”—that is, they had few or no resources to invest in security or defensive solutions and were thus unable to plan for or manage cyberattacks effectively (Świątkowska 2020, 20). The cost and lack of immediate return on investment for security activities such as penetration testing or threat intelligence analysis leads many small and medium-sized enterprises to forgo these activities entirely (Kabanda, Tanner, and Kent 2018, 274).

• **Socioeconomic factors:** Varying levels of poverty, high unemployment, and a lack of opportunity push many Africans—particularly young people—to see cybercrime as a quick and lucrative source of income (Świątkowska 2020, 21).

• **Ineffective law enforcement:** As of 2016, 39 of the 54 African countries had no specific legal provisions for cybersecurity and cyber-enabled criminal activity. Furthermore, the lack of cybersecurity specialists means that many states suffer an inability to investigate cybersecurity incidents properly, and weak enforcement mechanisms for the laws that do exist make it harder to identify and arrest perpetrators, effectively making the continent a safe haven for malicious actors to operate with impunity (Świątkowska 2020, 22).

An analysis of historic cyber incidents against financial services confirms that as the developed world slowly but surely improves its cybersecurity posture, cyber threat actors are turning away from these hardening targets and pivoting toward what they perceive to be easier pickings in developing regions.

This paper aims to address this growing disparity between the developed and developing world by providing an intelligence-led analysis of the current threat landscape for financial services across Africa. The paper will then provide an assessment of future trends based on emerging patterns for African financial-service institutions (FSIs) (and for the respective financial authorities) and offer an assessment of the expected state of affairs on the continent. The ultimate aim of this research is to assist FSIs across Africa and in other developing regions to understand their own baseline threat models and to alter their cybersecurity strategies accordingly. As previously stated, Africa’s size and diversity mean that this paper should be considered as a broad analysis of the state of cybersecurity in the wider African financial infrastructure; it does not provide in-depth threat assessments on a country-by-country basis.
2. Baseline Assessment

In general, African FSIs face three broad categories of cyber threat: threats to integrity through theft of funds, threats to availability through extortion and disruption, and threats to confidentiality through espionage and data theft.

- African FSIs currently face a significant threat from organized criminal groups (OCGs) and financially motivated nation-states conducting high-value thefts in heist-style operations. These operations build on previous successes against similar systems in the now-more-cyber-mature developed world and focus on exploiting generally inadequate cybersecurity controls to manipulate the integrity of payment-processing mechanisms and internal security controls. Malicious insiders have also shown the intent and capability to leverage privileged knowledge and system access and steal from their employers.

- Ransomware also presents a prominent and growing threat, given its detrimental impact on the availability and confidentiality of critical systems and data. A growing number of OCGs and individual hackers are showing both the intent and capability to direct this activity against African FSIs; the majority of these attacks opportunistically take advantage of security issues and infrastructure vulnerabilities.

- African FSIs are also heavily affected by the large volume of low-sophistication scams, thefts, and fraudulent activity directed against their customers. Scams that harm victims outside Africa may subsequently deter foreign investment, to the detriment of Africa’s long-term economic potential. Such scams generally originate from domestic grassroots actors, likely compounded by socioeconomic factors such as unemployment and economic inequality.

- African FSIs are currently experiencing high levels of espionage and data theft from nation-states, OCGs, insiders, and individual hackers. Although these types of attack have fewer immediately tangible impacts than direct theft or extortion attempts, they can cause future issues, such as loss of competitive advantage or loss of customer trust.

- African FSIs currently face a small but growing risk of supply-chain compromise from the increasing use of third-party entities within the financial-services infrastructure, expanding the general attack surface.
2.1 THREATS TO INTEGRITY

African FSIs, including central and commercial banks, currently face a significant threat from financially motivated actors seeking to redirect funds into their own pockets by manipulating the integrity of internal systems and security controls. These threat actors use varying methodologies and techniques for this purpose, ranging from heists and the use of insiders to opportunistic malware deployment and scamming customers.

Direct theft of money is a clear issue for FSIs. Most obviously, loss of funds through theft reduces the institution’s overall profit. However, cyber-enabled theft can also cause further damage through remediation costs, regulatory fines, and the need to expend time and resources investigating the incident. For example, the theft of $3.2 million from a South African bank forced the bank to spend over $58 million in investigation and mitigation efforts (Cimpanu 2020). Cyber incidents also cause reputational damage to victim organizations, which, although harder to quantify, can result in long-term loss of consumer trust and subsequent business. For example, the 2013 breach of US retailer Target, where threat actors accessed the financial information for 110 million customers, resulted in a 46 percent decrease in net earnings over the following quarter (CEA 2018, 7). As well as reputational damage among customers, cyber-enabled thefts can damage investor confidence in affected organizations. The average victim of cyber-enabled crime experiences a 15 percent drop in share value, and a lack of investor confidence is particularly damaging for emerging economies, which greatly benefit from external investment (CEA 2018, 14). Finally, cyber-enabled thefts at FSIs could cause long-term economic damage, as consumer trust in established FSIs and the use of digital services for financial services is reduced, stunting overall national and sociocultural growth.

2.1.1 Cyber-Enabled Heist-Style Attacks

Current evidence suggests that there is a significant threat from heist-style attacks. This type of attack typically involves threat actors compromising bank networks and gaining privileged access to interbank payment systems such as SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication). Threat actors can then use this privileged position to issue fraudulent transaction requests and obtain large amounts of money. A notorious incident of this type is the North Korea–linked theft of $81 million from the Bangladesh Central Bank in 2018, after attackers compromised the bank’s internal network and exploited the bank’s access point to the SWIFT network to make several fraudulent transactions (BBC News 2021).

These attacks are now less common in the developed world due to a number of factors, including improved cybersecurity, more robust operational controls, and increased network segregation. Although the likes of SWIFT and other providers have worked on global programs to protect their payment network, domestic solutions and fintechs are less mature and may be more susceptible to attack. Improved law-enforcement capability and capacity to target individual cyber threat actors and take down infrastructure used for malicious purposes also likely plays a part in deterring threat actors. Furthermore, the success of easier methods—such as deploying ransomware, engaging in email-based scams, or targeting less well-secured industries, such as retail or insurance, for payment manipulation—makes the labor- and resource-intensive heist-style operations less popular across the board. Attacks in the developed world are also increasingly leading toward international law-enforcement action. Similar developments are unlikely to come to fruition in developing nations due to the lack of the security tools and expertise needed to collect the forensic data required to identify and trace the perpetrators.

Instead, threat actors are now consistently recycling these techniques against FSIs in Africa and other parts of the developing world, capitalizing on the generally lower cybersecurity standards and other issues encountered in these regions. For example, in May 2018, researchers revealed a financially motivated nation-state group engaging in a long-term espionage operation against the financial sector; the intrusions touched a number of African FSIs. The operation’s likely objective was large-scale data reconnaissance to identify potential targets for future compromise (Sherstobitoff 2018). In 2019, the same group targeted banks in five African countries to compromise internal banking infrastructure and redirect funds (Lederer 2019; The Chronicle 2019). Other types of threat actors also target African FSIs: In May 2016, an OCG targeted South Africa’s Standard Bank, compromised internal banking systems, customer databases, and operational safeguards, and managed to use forged cards to withdraw over $19 million from ATMs across Japan (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2021). More than 260 suspects were eventually arrested, highlighting the extensive infrastructure available to these more sophisticated threat actors. In January 2018, an OCG stole at least K Sh 29 million (approximately $261,000) from the National Bank of Kenya, and anecdotal reporting suggested the actual sum was about K Sh 340 million (approximately $3 million) (PC Tech Magazine 2018). The bank cited a compromise of its internal network. Additionally, from 2017 to 2019, several FSIs in West Africa were targeted by cyberattacks aimed at compromising internal networks.
and making fraudulent transactions (Symantec Threat Hunter Team 2019). These examples highlight an already substantial volume of sophisticated attacks successfully stealing funds from African FSIs.

Evidence also indicates that African FSIs are routinely targeted by opportunistic threat actors who typically use automated tools to probe the infrastructure of numerous organizations in the hope of finding vulnerabilities or system misconfigurations that could provide network access. For example, in September 2019, a human intelligence source reported that the TA505 OCG was actively targeting large South African FSIs with phishing campaigns, aiming to obtain employee credentials and establish a foothold on banks’ networks. TA505 has a history of conducting direct theft operations, suggesting that this was the objective in this scenario. Additionally, in January 2020, the South African Banking Risk Information Centre warned about a significant number of attacks on African banks from a Russia-based OCG. The OCG was reportedly attempting to compromise vulnerable FSIs and deploy a variety of malware on compromised systems, with the objective of bypassing internal security controls and redirecting funds (Githahu 2020).

These examples demonstrate that African FSIs face a significant threat from threat actors such as financially motivated nation-states and OCGs that seek to compromise the integrity of their systems and steal significant amounts of money. Not only do the threat actors cause financial damage to the banks by directly removing funds, but the banks targeted in this way have to expend resources by reimbursing customers, investigating and remediating network breaches, and expanding cybersecurity capabilities, while banks in certain regions may also face regulatory fines. Harder to measure but still significant nonetheless are the long-term effects of cyber-attacks, such as reputational damage, loss of customer trust, and loss of potential business.

2.1.2 Insiders

Historic examples also indicate there is a significant threat that current or former employees will act against their employer to steal funds, either directly from the FSI itself or from its customers. It is also important to note that the majority of insider attacks go unreported, and the number of incidents is likely higher than reported. For example, in January 2019, an employee at a South African bank attempted to transfer approximately R 100 million (approximately $6.6 million) from a customer’s account into accounts controlled by accomplices. The employee used privileged system access to approve replica cards, which would be used to withdraw the funds from ATMs (Hlungwani 2019).

The insider threat intent is usually driven by money, ideology, coercion, or ego (MICE). The vast majority of insider incidents in financial services are driven by financial motives: A study in 2006 found that 81 percent of malicious insider incidents were motivated by money (Liang and Biros 2015, 162). In many cases, these thefts can reach the equivalent of millions of US dollars, representing a significant source of financial damage to the FSI itself. Clearly demonstrating this point, in June 2020 employees at a South African bank stole a master key used to decrypt bank operations, access and modify banking systems, and generate keys for customer cards. The employees used the key to access customer accounts, make fraudulent transactions, and steal over $3.2 million (Cimpanu 2020).

Coercion can also be a motive for insider incidents, which, as OCGs drive recruitment efforts to elicit insider support, will likely become more common. There are several cases of insiders cooperating with external threat actors to steal funds from their employers. In May 2020, Gambian authorities arrested 12 suspects linked to an attack on The Gambia’s Trust Bank. Evidence suggests that the suspects worked with insiders in attempts to make fraudulent transactions (The Point 2020). Co-opting insiders is also an established OCG tactic: The Kenyan group SilentCards consistently uses the services of current bank employees to transfer and withdraw significant sums of money from ATMs, resulting in the theft of approximately $174 million from Kenyan banks since 2019 (Niba 2019).

It is likely that insiders in these cases lack the skill, knowledge, or infrastructure to compromise their employer’s network effectively and “cash out” their operations; working with an external actor can bypass these issues. In several cases, the insider provides the external actor with knowledge of or access to internal systems, and the external threat actor steals the funds and provides the insider with a cut of the profits. These cases can be very hard both to detect and to prove intent. While ego-based attacks are less common, ideology will likely become a growing motive for individual hackers and insiders, particularly those aligned with environmental, religious, or social-justice issues. The above examples demonstrate the significant threat posed to African FSIs.
2.1.3 Theft from Customers

The body of evidence suggests that there is a significant level of low-sophistication, high-volume, cyber-enabled activity focused on stealing money directly from financial-services customers across Africa. Such activity is growing in volume across Africa: In 2020, the Ghanaian central bank reported a 584.1 percent year-on-year increase in card fraud affecting Ghanaian customers (Ghanaian Times 2020). This type of activity usually involves obtaining customer card details or personal information via a range of methods, including online scams, business email compromise, impersonating legitimate banking applications, or compromising point-of-sale systems and e-commerce sites.

In many cases, this activity takes the form of confidence trickery: hackers target vulnerable people and pose as friends, relatives, or trusted businesses and convince the victim to make a fraudulent payment or disclose confidential personal or financial information. The scammers then use this information to steal funds from the victim’s bank account. For example, the World Bank has previously warned of advance-fee fraud schemes originating from Côte d’Ivoire, Nigeria, and Sierra Leone in which actors impersonate the World Bank to obtain victims’ banking details and personal information for fraudulent purposes or to direct victims to send payments to attacker-controlled accounts (WBG 2021b). Additionally, 19 percent of African mobile payments made in the first half of 2021 were made without users’ consent, showing this to be a highly targeted area for scams and fraud (Agosto 2021).

Scammers also exploit consumers’ lack of familiarity with new products or technologies. For example, in 2020 several hundred thousand victims were defrauded out of $588 million through a pyramid scheme bitcoin scam (Chelin 2021). In April 2021, the founders of South African cryptocurrency exchange Africrypt staged a hack and stole $3.6 billion from investors (Ryan 2021).

Another popular scam format is business email compromise, the process of impersonating an entity to trick a company or individual into transferring funds to an attacker-controlled account. A significant amount of grassroots business email compromise activity originates in Africa, particularly in Nigeria, and affects both African and foreign victims. In 2019, police arrested 77 Nigerians, including a local entrepreneur, for engaging in an online financial-fraud scheme worth almost $11 million (Iwenwanne 2021). In November 2020, Nigerian authorities arrested three OCG members who were engaging in phishing, malware campaigns, and business email compromise scams against almost 500,000 victims located in Japan, Nigeria itself, Singapore, the United Kingdom, and the United States (Scroxton 2020). In October 2021, a joint United States-South Africa operation arrested members of the Nigeria-based Black Axe OCG, which had stolen over $6.85 million from victims via romance and business email compromise scams (Hyman 2021). The involvement of US authorities indicates that a number of victims were likely based abroad.

African banking customers are also targeted by hackers who develop malicious applications mimicking official banking applications. For example, research found that malicious mobile banking applications designed to capture personal and financial data made up 17.6 percent of all fraud attempts in the first half of 2021 in Angola (Agosto 2021). Additionally, in October 2021 the Nigerian Communications Commission alerted the public of a malicious app mimicking popular Android mobile banking applications to spread the Flubot malware. The app, when installed, harvests users’ online banking credentials and gains access to SMS messages to intercept two-factor authentication codes to approve the fraudulent log-in (Sahara Reporters 2021).

There have also been examples of threat actors compromising both physical point-of-sale systems and e-commerce payment portals to obtain customer card data. Research conducted in March 2021 shows that the FIN7 OCG conducted attacks on point-of-sale systems in South Africa, aiming to steal customer card data (Seals 2021). The details were then used to make counterfeit cards, which the group used to commit fraud or sold to other cybercriminals. Additionally, in September 2019, Garmin South Africa warned customers that their financial information was at risk after a card-skimming script was found on its e-commerce site. Customers who shopped on the site had their home addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and full payment card and billing address data stolen (Karabus 2019).

Overall, threat actors use a range of techniques to obtain customers’ personal and financial information for use in fraud, clearly establishing this activity as a lucrative source of income. Superficially, this cyber-enabled malicious activity directed at banking customers does not directly affect the integrity of FSIs’ networks or funds. However, this activity does have an indirect impact, in that it removes money from the legitimate economy; the aggregate impact of low-value but high-volume thefts can, in turn, cause or exacerbate economic issues on a regional or national scale. Furthermore, if the bank is assessed to
be negligent in preventing the attack, it could face significant reimbursement or even compensation costs.

Additionally, thefts from customers can damage consumer trust in formal banking services if victims believe FSIs failed to secure their money or protect customers from scams. For example, in October 2021, the Central Bank of Nigeria warned that scammers were using Twitter to defraud customers by falsely claiming to disburse 50 billion eNaira, Nigeria’s new digital currency, launched on October 25, 2021 (Adegboyega 2021). The campaign likely aimed to obtain Nigerians’ banking details for use in further fraudulent activity. This example shows how low-level scammers quickly capitalize on technological developments in the banking sector for their own personal gain.

The evidence also shows a high concentration of Africa-based scamming and other fraudulent activity targeting victims across the world. Scams and fraud affecting foreign victims can damage African FSIs and national economies by compounding the image of Africa as an unsafe business environment. For example, in July 2021 a Nigerian citizen was sentenced for defrauding a US retirement fund out of $1 million by conspiring with an insider to create unauthorized bank accounts, change legitimate bank deposit information, and reroute payments to controlled accounts (Nwezeh 2021). As a result of this activity, some businesses now automatically categorize online transactions originating from Africa as risky and either require the purchaser to enter more information or block the transaction entirely (Kshetri 2019, 78). By contributing to this image, globally targeted scams could deter future foreign investment in the continent or harm the establishment of business relationships with African companies, damaging economies’ growth potential and contributing to long-term economic stagnation.

2.1.4 Third-Party Risk

African FSIs also currently face a smaller—but nonetheless significant—risk from the growing involvement of third parties in Africa’s financial infrastructure. While growth is inconsistent across the continent, in general African FSIs are steadily increasing their use of fintechs (third-party firms providing technology for financial services). For example, Nigeria’s central bank recently partnered with Bitt Inc. to launch the digital currency eNaira (Francis and Emejo 2021). Fintechs are also increasingly focusing on Africa’s growing mobile money market (Chironga, de Grandis, and Zouaoui 2017).

However, the inclusion of third parties in Africa’s financial infrastructure opens up a significant level of risk. Threat actors consistently perceive new financial technologies as immature and therefore more susceptible to compromise. As such, they elicit significant interest from both malicious actors and security researchers. More detailed analysis and testing of the security of these technologies is needed before they become commercially available.

For example, in October 2020 hackers compromised Pegasus Technologies, a fintech service used by numerous mobile network operators, including MTN and Airtel, for mobile money payments, as well as providing financial services for a mobile banking platform. Pegasus Technologies was not overseen or regulated at the time. The threat actors were able to access all transactions between banks and mobile money providers by exploiting Pegasus Technologies’ central position in the financial infrastructure, highlighting the threat posed by integrating third parties into financial-services architecture. But it has since become a regulated entity and received a license from the Bank of Uganda to operate as a payment service operator (Matooke Republic 2021).

Outsourcing IT and cybersecurity capabilities, while helpful in temporarily solving Africa’s capacity and resource problems, also represents a risk. Recent history shows evidence of sophisticated threat actors targeting IT service providers and managed service providers to gain access to multiple institutions via one convenient access point. The United States’ Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency warned managed service providers of heightened malicious activity in 2021 (Office of the Director of National Intelligence 2021). A learning point from this example is that third-party service providers must be held to the same—if not higher—security standards than the FSIs for which they provide services.

2.2 THREATS TO AVAILABILITY

Loss of system or data availability is a significant issue for all organizations, but particularly so for FSIs whose business operations typically require system availability 24 hours a day, seven days a week, or carry out a high frequency of financial activity, such as payments, transactions, or trades. Loss of connectivity can render customers and clients unable to carry out transactions, which in turn can harm the wider economy as well as individuals. For example, a denial-of-service (DoS) attack on the UK bank HSBC in 2016 left customers unable to access online banking services for several hours; the attack was timed to coincide with payday (Osborne 2016). As with
direct theft, cyber-enabled disruption may also force victims to expend resources investigating and remediating the issue and, in some countries, could result in regulatory fines. Disruption to services for long periods of time will also likely reduce customer trust in FSIs and growing dependence on digital services, which, as previously stated, could hinder future economic growth if disillusioned consumers reject digitalization. Unreliable connectivity or availability could also deter future investment from or establishment of business relationships with foreign partners.

Available evidence, provided throughout the report, suggests the African financial sector faces a high and growing threat from malicious actors compromising the availability of critical systems and functions, such as through ransomware or DoS extortion. The reliance on third parties or market infrastructures should also be noted for availability concerns. For example, in 2020 the New Zealand stock exchange was targeted with a simplistic but effective distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attack, rendering its services unavailable for approximately two days (BBC News 2020). (DDoS attacks use multiple sources, such as large botnets, networks of hijacked devices, to conduct the attack.) This example demonstrates how even unsophisticated attacks can cause significant disruption for FSIs.

2.2.1 Ransomware

Ransomware is currently one of the most prominent and potentially damaging threats for the majority of organizations. Ransomware involves threat actors compromising a target, usually via ingress mechanisms such as spearphishing, vulnerability exploitation, or, in some cases, supply-chain compromise, and moving laterally within internal networks to obtain a position of privilege. The threat actors then deploy the final ransomware payload, a piece of malware that encrypts the victim’s systems and data and demands that the victim pay a ransom to regain access.

Trends from other regions show ransomware operators now typically focus on “big game hunting,” the practice of targeting singular high-revenue organizations, rather than many smaller entities, to obtain a large ransom payout, although recent law-enforcement action may deter groups from targeting critical infrastructure or systemically important entities in the developed world. Ransomware groups also consistently steal and threaten to leak confidential data as extra leverage on the victim and employ such additional tactics as conducting simultaneous DDoS attacks or harassing senior executives.

Financial services are therefore attractive targets for ransomware operators, although there are few cases of ransomware attacks against FSIs in the developed world in recent years due to factors such as more secure networks (in comparison to other industries) and the increasing threat of law-enforcement action. In October 2021, a multicountry operation seized infrastructure belonging to the operators of REvil ransomware after the strain compromised a large number of prominent targets in the United States and Europe (Menn and Bing 2021).

Ransomware can cause serious problems for targeted companies. Losing access to critical systems disrupts business operations and causes financial and reputational damage. Companies have to expend time and resources investigating and remediating the attack, while being the victim of a ransomware attack or having data leaked and stolen can significantly reduce customer trust and loyalty, causing long-term losses.

Ransomware groups have been less reluctant to target FSIs in Africa and other developing regions, likely capitalizing on the perception of lower security standards and a lack of law-enforcement capability to investigate cyber incidents and target OCG personnel and infrastructure. There are a significant number of historic ransomware incidents against African FSIs: For example, in February 2021, the operators of REvil ransomware compromised the Union Bank of Nigeria, disrupted system availability, and stole and leaked confidential customer and business data (Hack Notice 2021). The operators of Egregor ransomware targeted the South African/Botswanan Norsad Finance in July 2021 and compromised Zimbabwe’s Steward Bank in November 2020.3 In September 2020, the Calix ransomware strain infected the Development Bank of Seychelles, a branch of the Seychelles Central Bank (Sweny 2020).

A high volume of ransomware activity is a trend seen across the majority of the developing world, not just in Africa. For example, in October 2021, an unknown ransomware group compromised the network of Papua New Guinea’s Department of Finance, disrupting access to its payment systems and subsequently preventing the country from accessing domestic funds and foreign aid reserves for several days. Anecdotal evidence suggests that the threat actors gained access via software and infrastructure vulnerabilities in the government’s network. A commentator blamed the poor security on a lack of resources to invest in cybersecurity and other issues, such as COVID-19, taking priority over cybersecurity and infrastructure resilience (Tarabay 2021). Overall, it is clear that ransomware operators see FSIs in the developing world as soft and lucrative targets.
Ransomware incidents can also affect financial services indirectly even when targeted at other industries. For example, in July 2021 ransomware disrupted operations at Transnet, South Africa’s state-owned enterprise for rail, port, and pipeline infrastructure. The incident took most systems offline, forcing employees to record vessel movements manually and causing significant logistical backlogs (Reva 2021). Additionally, in July 2019 an unknown OCG deployed ransomware against the large South African energy supplier City Power. The incident was timed to occur when many South Africans received monthly paychecks to pay for electricity for the next month. The ransomware encrypted City Power’s entire network, including databases and application servers, and temporarily kept many customers from purchasing electricity packages (BBC News 2019). The incident affected City Power customers and revealed how cybersecurity vulnerabilities in other industries can harm FSIs: A loss of power for an FSI could render it unable to process transactions, conduct trading, or engage in other business-critical operations. Although not directly targeting the financial sector, these incidents demonstrate how ransomware targeting other industries can have a knock-on effect for the availability and operational capacity of FSIs.

2.2.2 Denial of Service

In addition to ransomware, some threat actors use DoS attacks to take down targets’ public-facing assets and cause significant disruption. DoS attacks work by flooding targets (usually servers) with high volumes of incoming traffic to overload systems and prevent legitimate requests from getting through.

The motivation for using such attacks varies. Some threat actors use the threat of disruption to extort payments. There is significant evidence to suggest that this activity is a growing threat to African FSIs, although the effects of DDoS attacks are usually limited and less severe than other extortion methods, such as ransomware. For example, in October 2019, the South African Banking Risk and Information Centre reported a series of DDoS attacks against multiple African banks’ public-facing assets. The attacks were accompanied by a ransom note demanding payment to stop the attacks. The attacks were timed to coincide with payday to cause maximum disruption. While the effects of this campaign were limited, it demonstrates how less sophisticated threat actors seek to disrupt FSIs’ availability for financial gain. These attacks coincided with a ransomware attack against the City of Johannesburg’s network, which shut down all electronic services, including bill-payment mechanisms, and coincided with month-end processes for supplier and customer payments (Paton 2019).

Other threat actors, such as hacktivists, use DoS attacks to disrupt targets’ operations or publicly embarrass the victim. A lack of motivation and specific intent means hacktivists are unlikely to target FSIs directly with DDoS attacks but could harm the industry as part of broader campaigns. In October 2020, for example, a hacktivist group protesting police brutality targeted the website of the Central Bank of Nigeria with DDoS attacks (Vermeulen 2019). The incident was part of a wider campaign against the Nigerian government, demonstrating how FSIs can be caught up in wider politically or ideologically motivated campaigns (Olufemi 2020). In June 2020, ideologically motivated hacktivists defaced the website of Sudan’s Ministry of Endowment and Religious Affairs with political slogans, also allegedly targeting the Ministry of Finance (Sudan News Agency 2020).

Some threat actors also conduct DDoS attacks without overt ideological or financial motivation, likely testing their skill level and ability to take down an organization or to boost their reputation among the cybercriminal community. In July 2021, Angola’s largest state-owned bank suffered a disruptive attack against several servers, leaving services at branches in its commercial banking network temporarily limited (Lusa/Ver Angola 2021). No demands were made, and no responsibility was claimed.

Financial services may also be indirectly affected by availability attacks against other critical national infrastructure providers. In November 2017, unknown threat actors temporarily took down the services of Algeria’s state telecommunications operator, Algerie Telecom, with a series of DDoS attacks (Paganini 2017). Additionally, in October 2016 an individual hacker for hire was contracted by a rival firm to use a botnet to conduct DDoS attacks against a Liberian telecommunications company. The incident left half the country unable to access the internet (Casciani 2019). Currently the global leader in mobile money usage, Africa is unusually reliant on mobile infrastructure and internet access to conduct financial activity; disrupting mobile network provision through DDoS attacks therefore has an indirect impact on customers’ ability to make and receive payments, thus having an aggregate negative impact on the wider financial industry.

Motivations aside, DDoS attacks are usually low impact and short-lived and limited to public-facing assets. However, the growing use of botnets harnessing millions of Internet of Things devices or insecure smartphones for DDoS attacks can result in prolonged outages and significant disruption for vulnerable targets.
2.2.3 Other Factors

The availability of financial services and their critical systems can also be affected by other factors. For example, in November 2018 Mozambique’s banking system (including ATMs and card machines) went offline for several days after the Portuguese fintech provider BizFirst cut off its services when Mozambique refused to pay a disputed bill (Verdade 2018). This example highlights issues with relying on third parties to provide core aspects of critical national infrastructure.

Political issues can also affect the availability of infrastructure underpinning financial services. In July 2020, Somalia suffered an almost complete internet blackout after the parliament removed the president in a vote of no confidence. The blackout was likely intended to impede coverage of the incident but affected a large number of businesses and Somalia’s mobile money services (Netblocks 2020). This example shows how political and civil unrest can disrupt FSIs’ availability, particularly as FSIs become more reliant on digitalization and the internet for the provision of services.

2.3 THREATS TO CONFIDENTIALITY

A less tangible but nonetheless prominent threat to financial services in Africa is cyber-enabled activity that affects the confidentiality of data. Theft of data, such as business strategy plans or high-level financial intelligence, can lead to a future loss of competitive advantage—for example, with information regarding upcoming contracts or partnerships with third parties. Theft of data such as technical intellectual property or trade secrets relating to fintech solutions can also significantly harm FSIs’ future competitiveness. Additionally, theft or exposure of customer information can cause direct reputational damage, incite regulatory measures, trigger remediation and recovery costs, or push customers toward rival entities.

2.3.1 Espionage

Various threat actors are currently targeting African organizations, including FSIs, for espionage and data-collection purposes. As demonstrated when African Union staff members discovered that a nation-state threat actor was using compromised security cameras installed in their headquarters for espionage purposes, the majority of this espionage activity is targeted at governmental and regional political bodies. With a developing economy, a wealth of natural resources, growing political clout in international bodies, and opportunities for economic growth, Africa is an attractive target for expansionist nation-states (CSIS 2021). This activity highlights the already extensive extracontinental nation-state interest in obtaining political intelligence from African organizations.

However, available evidence indicates that FSIs in Africa are also valuable espionage targets. Vendor research in 2017 revealed a nation-state group targeting a number of Africa-based FSIs since at least 2011 and perhaps even 2007. The custom malware used by the group had sophisticated system fingerprinting, discovery, and exfiltration capabilities, indicating that the group was conducting long-term espionage of its targets (Johnson 2017). Additionally, in February 2021 a sophisticated threat actor compromised Angola’s Ministry of Finance, accessed emails and shared folders, and stole confidential data (Massala 2021).

Financial services, especially large international banks and payment processors, likely provide nation-states threat actors with a high-level overview of African states’ transaction flows and business and political relationships both within Africa and with extracontinental nations. Nation-states can provide this information to domestic companies, who can then use the intelligence to gain an advantage over competitors when negotiating with African companies for contracts or partnerships. It is also plausible that other threat actor types, such as state-aligned OCGs or independent hackers, also target financial intelligence to provide to interested nation-states.

2.3.2 Data Theft/Exposure

Threat actors are also targeting African FSIs to obtain customer information, including personally identifiable information and personal financial information. For example, in December 2020 a credit analyst at a South African bank stole and sold the personal information of 200,000 customers to an unknown third party (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2021). In July 2021, an unidentified threat actor compromised a South African financial-services provider and stole databases containing policyholder information, including bank account numbers and card details (Vermeulen 2021). This information can be used for a range of purposes, such as conducting identity theft, opening fraudulent bank accounts or cards, or applying for fraudulent loans, or can be sold on underground marketplaces to other cybercriminals. As previously stated, data theft or exposure can have serious reputational and financial consequences for affected organizations, particularly for entities like FSIs that hold highly valuable data, such as financial data and bank card details.

Data can also be exposed through misconfigurations in software or inadequate security provisions. In August 2020, Experian South Africa suffered a data breach,
resulting in the exposure of personal information belonging to 24 million South Africans and almost 800,000 business entities (Times Live 2020). Accidental data breaches can damage customer trust in a brand or institution and could result in significant fines, depending on national regulations.

2.4 BASELINE ASSESSMENT

To summarize, it is clear that African FSIs, including central banks and finance ministries, face a wide range of threats. In a broad sense, these threats harm integrity through the theft of funds, availability through the disruption of service, and confidentiality through the theft of or exposure of data. These threats are compounded by structural issues affecting the African cyberspace, including comparatively poorer security than found in the developed world, a lack of awareness about cybersecurity and cyber-enabled scams, and a lack of appropriate legislation and law-enforcement capability to deal with cyber-enabled theft on this level.

Building on the current baseline established by this threat assessment, the next section of this paper will establish several emerging trends and extrapolate on their likely impact on the African financial sector’s future cyber threat landscape.
This section will build on previous analysis and the current state of financial services in Africa to identify the key emerging trends for the industry and region. This section will then assess the likely impact of these trends on the African financial sector’s future cyber threat landscape.

• Large-scale rapid digitalization of financial products represents new avenues of opportunity for threat actors.
• Greater levels of digitally enabled financial inclusion, coupled with unfamiliar products and services, open up new targets for scammers.
• Expanding the supply chain provides threat actors with new access vectors.
• Short-term economic challenges will increase the attractiveness of cybercrime for the young and unemployed.
• Sporadic introduction and lax enforcement of cybersecurity regulations will not deter domestic cyber activity over the short to medium term.
• Increased security in the developed world will increase Africa’s attractiveness to an array of threat actors.
• Africa’s increasing geopolitical strength and importance will incite more targeting from nation-state threat actors.

3.1 TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS

A diverse array of factors will affect the future development of African financial services. For example, rapid improvements in the efficiency, utility, and availability of technology in support of financial services and products across the continent will almost certainly help to engage Africa’s significant unbanked population and promote formal financial inclusion across the continent. Additionally, the expansion of private-sector involvement within Africa’s financial infrastructure will likely drive technological innovation and be able to respond to consumer demands and needs. However, despite its benefits, technology will bring with it a number of increased risks.

3.1.1 Large-Scale Rapid Digitalization of Financial Products Represents New Avenues of Opportunity for Threat Actors

One of the biggest trends set to affect African financial services over the near and medium term is large-scale rapid digitalization of financial products and services (Świątkowska 2020). Broadly speaking, digitalization refers to the adoption of technology-based solutions to combine with or replace the physical components of an existing business model, such as using a smartphone application to transfer money, rather than writing a check or paying in cash.
Generally, digitalization is already a well-established trend for African financial services. Key areas include Africa’s already substantial mobile money network (digital payments usually sent via SMS). The continent is already the global leader in mobile money: 562 million mobile money accounts were registered in Africa as of 2021, representing a 12 percent year-on-year increase (AfricaNenda 2021; Chironga, de Grandis, and Zouaoui 2017). Likely exacerbated by COVID-19, Africans’ use of digital platforms for shopping and e-commerce has seen similar growth: e-commerce revenue increased 53 percent from 2020 to 2021. As with other aspects of African digitalization, mobile phones and smartphones are the primary technologies for conducting e-commerce transactions (Varrella 2021). The shift toward digitalization is also being compounded on a state level, as numerous African governments have already introduced digital currencies like Nigeria’s eNaira (Further Africa 2021).

Digitalization is highly likely to accelerate in the future, given high latent demand for digitalized services, large areas of the continent that still lack access to physical financial infrastructure, and the expected expansion of internet services to more than one billion Africans by 2022 (Kshetri 2019, 77; Świątkowska 2020, 18). The need to reduce face-to-face contact during the COVID-19 pandemic has undoubtedly accelerated this trend across both the developed and developing world. For example, the Seychelles’ technological integration strategy aims to eliminate the use of physical cash and to digitize the financial system entirely by 2023 (Seychelles News Agency 2021).

Despite advantages in service provision, innovation, and efficiency, digitalization also brings increased risk. As more and more parts of Africa’s financial architecture move online or embrace digital components, the industry’s attack surface also expands. Ultimately, digital products and services are likely to contain some form of exploitable vulnerabilities, security issues, or misconfigurations, opening the door for exploitation by malicious threat actors and carrying a heightened risk of harm to the entire financial system (WBG 2021a, 2–3). To this point, the rapid demand-driven pace of digitalization threatens to result in “hollow diffusion,” where the provision of digital products and services outpaces the establishment and implementation of technical controls and legal frameworks for cybersecurity (Świątkowska 2020, 19).

This trend toward exploiting digital financial products is already occurring in Africa and is likely to expand. For example, in the first half of 2021, 19 percent of all mobile payments in Africa were made without the user’s consent, highlighting the vulnerability of this technology (Agosto 2021). Nigeria’s central bank was forced to warn its customers after hackers attempted to steal banking details by offering free eNaira just days after the digital currency was officially launched (Adegboyega 2021). Additionally, the near-instantaneous payments facilitated by digital products such as mobile money and smartphone-based banking can allow threat actors to move stolen funds out of compromised accounts quickly, making it harder for FSIs to stop, intercept, or recover fraudulent payments.

The expansion of digital services such as mobile money without an accompanying expansion and implementation of adequate security and operational controls is highly likely to result in the increased exploitation of these services by opportunistic cybercriminals and individual hackers to steal funds and data from consumers and FSIs in the near future.

A further threat accompanying African digitalization is the continent’s overwhelming reliance on mobile technology and smartphone-based products to conduct financial activity, such as e-commerce, transactions, and online banking. As African internet usage grows, this established preference indicates that a vast number of new internet users will predominantly use mobile devices and smartphones as their primary method of accessing the internet. While figures vary, mobile operators estimate that the number of unique mobile users just in Sub-Saharan Africa will increase to over 600 million (or half its population) by 2025 (GSMA 2019, 2). While undoubtedly beneficial for internet users, an increasing number of mobile devices brings the increased risk that threat actors will compromise unsecured or out-of-date devices for malicious purposes, such as for use in botnets for large-scale DDoS attacks or to install malware to steal information such as log-in credentials or personal data. Mobile malware has indeed become more commonplace in developed nations, and this trend is highly likely to cross over as the developing world becomes more connected (Kaspersky 2021). It is probable that this trend will have a more significant impact in the African region, given its reliance on mobile payments and generally lower cyber maturity.

3.1.2 Greater Levels of Digitally Enabled Financial Inclusion, Coupled with Unfamiliar Products and Services, Open Up New Targets for Scammers

Another core trend likely to accelerate across Africa (albeit with varying speed and distribution across the continent) is the use of digital financial products to expand the provision of formal financial services to Africa’s significant unbanked population. As of 2020, only 20 percent of adults in developing regions saved through formal
FSIs (Pazarbasioglu et al. 2020, v–vii). The level of financial inclusion across Africa varies from region to region. In West Africa, for example, low numbers of ATMs and bank branches disproportionately affect the rural population: As of 2018, only 22 percent of adults held accounts with formal FSIs, while in Central Africa, only 19 percent of adults had a formal bank account (Cooper et al. 2018, 15–21).

Despite these regional differences, a common factor behind low levels of formal financial inclusion is a lack of sufficient physical infrastructure to support formal participation, a trend particularly pronounced in rural areas. Digitalization, and its ability to transcend the need for physical infrastructure, is therefore a key facilitator of greater financial inclusion.

Financial inclusion has significant benefits on both a micro and macro scale, such as reducing poverty, improving social mobility, and providing economic opportunities for individuals while bolstering participation in and stimulating economic growth. However, bringing large numbers of previously unbanked people into the formal financial sector via digital services is not without risk. These new joiners may lack the knowledge and technical skill to use digital services and handle sensitive data and information correctly, and they will likely be targeted by scammers, hackers, and individual cybercriminals looking to exploit this naivety for their own financial gain (WBG 2021a, 3).

Africa already has a significant level of grassroots scamming activity, as discussed in the first half of this report. It is highly likely that this class of threat actor will seek to exploit the increased numbers of unsophisticated users entering the digital financial-services space through a range of methods, such as social engineering, to obtain log-in credentials or financial information or to trick users into transferring funds into attacker-controlled accounts. It is also possible scammers will exploit for their own gain the dearth of consumer knowledge about new products. Indeed, the introduction of microcredit services in Kenya and Tanzania has already produced a large number of borrowers who are unable to repay loans due to irresponsible lending practices and a lack of effective oversight and regulation for this emerging sector (WBG 2021a, 1). Novelties such as cryptocurrency present similar threats, as unsuspecting users may be tempted to invest funds without understanding the level of risk associated with this activity. The Africrypt case, where a professed cryptocurrency firm allegedly scammed customers out of approximately $3.6 billion, is one example of this risk (Ryan 2021).

In short, mass financial inclusion provides threat actors with the opportunity to exploit consumer naivety in using new digital products and services.

3.1.3 Expanding the Supply Chain Provides Threat Actors with New Access Vectors

Current evidence also indicates that the integration of third-party products and services into financial-services infrastructure will increase in the near future. These third parties include fintechs, mobile network operators, and software providers, among others, and their inclusion en masse will greatly expand the supply chain for African FSIs. As previously mentioned in this report, African entities are already making use of fintechs in financial products, such as Nigeria’s use of a private-sector third party to support the rollout and provision of its digital currency eNaira (Kshetri 2019, 78). Fintechs are also rapidly entering into the mobile money market, identifying a sector with high latent demand and opportunity for growth (Chironga, de Grandis, and Zouaoui 2017, Lukonga 2018, 11).

The state of affairs in the developed world shows that an expansive supply chain, while important for obtaining specialized components and services, is a significant risk: Threat actors increasingly compromise large well-secured entities not directly but by infiltrating the network of trusted suppliers and exploiting connections to client infrastructure. Two of the most prominent examples of this risk are the SolarWinds compromise, where nation-state threat actors compromised a software supplier to gain access to clients’ networks for espionage purposes, and the Kaseya ransomware attack, where ransomware operators compromised a IT solutions developer for the purposes of deploying ransomware across client systems (Jibilian and Canales 2021; Osborne 2021). Introducing third parties into the supply chain brings further issues for FSIs, such as a lack of transparency or loss of insight into internal processes (Lukonga 2018, 20–21).

These examples demonstrate that expanding the supply chain brings with it an increased risk to African financial services. It is likely that supply-chain expansion without implementation of necessary security and operational controls, such as network segmentation and limiting supplier access to the client environment, will result in a greater number of threat actors looking to exploit these supplier-client relationships for their own gain. In addition, it is logical to assume that new products and solutions introduced by third parties will contain vulnerabilities or security misconfigurations that are exploitable by malicious actors, representing another avenue by which threat actors can gain access to financial services’ networks.
3.2 SOCIOECONOMIC FACTORS

Along with technological improvements, socioeconomic factors will influence the future threat landscape for African FSIs. For example, ongoing economic challenges and higher-than-average poverty levels across the continent may influence the uptake and attractiveness of grassroots cybercrime for individual Africans, while economic constraints at the national and government levels may affect states’ abilities to devise, implement, and effectively enforce much-needed legislation and regulations to tackle cybersecurity challenges.

3.2.1 Short-Term Economic Challenges Will Increase the Attractiveness of Cybercrime for the Young and Unemployed

Poverty continues to be a significant issue for African economies. About 36 percent of Africa’s population (or 490 million people) live in extreme poverty as of 2021 (Human 2021). As with most of the issues covered in this report, the level and impact of poverty varies significantly across the continent.

Following global patterns, the COVID-19 pandemic cast the continent into its worst economic recession for half a century, and there is significant uncertainty about the level of recovery expected over the next few years. Only a third of emerging economies are expected to recover to their pre-pandemic per-capita income levels by 2022 (Africa Development Bank Group 2021, 20; Brooks 2021). Current evidence suggests that the pandemic has exacerbated poverty issues across the continent but harmed those with lower levels of education, fewer assets, and working in informal employment the most; women and young people were particularly affected (African Development Bank Group 2021, 20–21). Generally low levels of vaccine provision across Africa and, indeed, most of the developing world—while developed states begin to roll out booster programs—will further delay the continent’s recovery from the pandemic (Selassie and Hakobyan 2021).

As shown by current evidence, economic instability and a lack of employment opportunities—particularly among young people—are key factors driving Africans to participate in cyber-enabled crime (Świątkowska 2020, 21). Over the short to medium term, it is therefore highly likely that these aforementioned economic challenges will drive the attractiveness and subsequent growth of Africa’s “cybercrime sector.” Additionally, these current and future economic challenges will likely constrain the ability of governments and businesses alike to establish and implement effective cybersecurity capabilities across the board, further increasing the attractiveness of cybercrime. Following trends seen in the developed world, which has seen an increase in the volume and affordability of commodity tools such as exploit kits and rentable botnets, cybercrime will likely become more profitable and accessible to less technically skilled individuals and groups (Koegler 2017).

3.2.2 Sporadic Introduction and Lax Enforcement of Cybersecurity Regulations Will Not Deter Grassroots Cyber Activity over the Short to Medium Term

Current cybersecurity regulations differ extensively from state to state. Many states have yet to adopt specific cybersecurity strategies and continue to lack capabilities to conduct national risk analyses and information exchanges, hindering efforts to create a functioning and united cybersecurity ecosystem across Africa (Świątkowska 2020, 22). For example, as of 2016 only 15 of the 54 African countries had specific legal provisions in place for categorizing or dealing with cybersecurity issues; indicating a slight improvement, by 2021 that number had risen to 29 (Saeed and Osakwe 2021). Many states are enacting specific policies, such as South Africa’s 2021 Cybercrimes and Cybersecurity Act compelling communications service providers and FSIs to report cybersecurity incidents, or Ghana’s 2020 Cybersecurity Act establishing a national authority and providing protection for critical national infrastructure (Baker McKenzie 2021). Some states are also benefitting from external aid, such as Nigeria’s participation in the United Kingdom’s £22 million cyber capacity-building initiative for developing regions (This Day 2021).

States that have comprehensive legal, regulatory, and institutional frameworks and laws to detect and investigate cybercrime, such as Nigeria, have a higher level of arrests and successful prosecutions. For example, in November 2020 Nigerian authorities arrested three OCG members who were engaging in phishing, malware campaigns, and business email compromise scams against almost 500,000 victims located in Japan, Nigeria itself, Singapore, the United Kingdom and the United States.
However, there are still significant gaps in Africa’s general regulatory framework and law-enforcement capacity regarding cybersecurity. As of 2021, only 10 African countries have a comprehensive national cybersecurity strategy fully addressing issues pertaining to critical national infrastructure. Africa is also home to just 19 of the 131 computer incident and emergency response teams across the globe, indicating a lack of general cybersecurity maturity. Although there are of course exceptions, African states are generally lacking in collaborative capabilities: only 19 African countries are signatories to multilateral cybersecurity agreements, and only 10 are part of bilateral agreements. Furthermore, only six states have adequate capacity-development incentives in place to address issues such as the digital divide and building institutional knowledge regarding cybersecurity (Saeed and Osakwe 2021).

This (lack of?) regional and international cooperation and regulatory streamlining, combined with porous international borders and a lack of centralized state control over remote territories, challenges effective investigation and arrest of cybercriminal actors (Kshetri 2019, 78). The dearth of effective legislation and forensic investigative capacity and capability also hampers efforts to identify and investigate properly varying types of cybercrime, making successful prosecutions even more difficult. Ultimately, this lack of punishment creates a safe haven for cybercriminals to operate with almost-guaranteed impunity. It should also be considered that a history of political corruption and authoritarianism in some African states may cause public pushback against attempts to enact laws that could be considered detrimental to individual privacy and personal security (Świątkowska 2020, 19–21).

These ongoing issues indicate that, despite a general upward trend toward implementing regulatory frameworks and legislation, over the short to medium term, African FSIs’ ability to deter or respond effectively to cyber threats will continue to be hampered by sporadic and patchwork legislation at the governmental and regional level.

Additionally, establishing legal and regulatory frameworks for dealing with malicious cyber activity is not enough; evidence from the developed world indicates that African states must simultaneously establish the capacity and capability to investigate cyber activity; actively identify, arrest, and prosecute individual participants; and disrupt criminal assets and infrastructure. One example of this is the recent US-led action against members of the REvil ransomware group. A joint public- and private-sector investigation enabled authorities to identify individuals behind the attacks, resulting in the eventual seizure of criminal infrastructure and the arrest of several REvil operators in November 2021 (Krebs 2021). Failure to develop effective forensic investigative capability and law-enforcement capacity will ensure that Africa remains a safe haven for cybercriminal activity.

### 3.3 Geopolitical Factors

Finally, geopolitical factors, such as security improvements in the developed world, and Africa’s growing importance on the global stage will also affect the future threat landscape for African FSIs.

#### 3.3.1 Increased Security in the Developed World Will Increase Africa’s Attractiveness to an Array of Threat Actors

The developed world is currently trending toward broad improvement of its cybersecurity standards. While issues undoubtedly remain across many industries, financial services in particular are now subject to stringent security and regulatory requirements. Operational controls are being designed to protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of entities’ systems and data.

FSIs in the developed world generally have sufficient liquid assets to invest heavily in cybersecurity and are thus likely to be initial adopters of new technologies and security standards. For example, several states have already claimed to have developed supercomputers with quantum supremacy—that is, quantum computers that complete tasks quicker than classic machines (Nield 2021). One of the security benefits of quantum computing is the use of quantum key distribution for encrypting information and assets, exploiting quantum mechanical properties to ensure that an external force is unable to read or copy encoded data. While predictions vary, quantum key distribution and other functions of quantum computing are likely to be commercially available to most industries by 2030 (Fowler 2021). It is highly likely that financial services across the developed world, as an industry with the resources to invest heavily in cybersecurity, will be among the first to adopt these new technologies for security purposes.

However, the ongoing economic challenges previously outlined in this paper are likely to hamper adoption of this technology on a similar timeframe and scale across the developing world. Therefore, the already significant disparity in security between the developed and developing world will widen in the future. Threat actors lacking the
capability to compromise these now theoretically impenetrable entities in the developed world will likely pivot toward targeting financial services elsewhere, taking advantage of the security disparity. In the future, African financial services will therefore face a heightened threat from sophisticated, highly skilled, and well-resourced threat actors looking to steal funds and data or conduct extortion attacks.

These threat actors may also attempt to compromise African FSIs to use them as conduits for accessing well-secured entities in the developed world. Comparatively poor security in the developing world, therefore, represents a significant weakness in the global financial system and may deter global interaction with the developing world, ultimately to the economic, geopolitical, and sociocultural detriment of these regions (Świątkowska 2020, 23–24).

### 3.3.2 Africa’s Increasing Geopolitical Clout and Importance Will Incite More Targeting from Nation-State Threat Actors

Africa is already an important global player, and it has significant potential to increase this importance over the near and long term. For example, Africa is an abundant source of energy, currently a major exporter of oil and gas (Ford 2021). Africa also has the potential to produce colossal amounts of renewable power, such as solar energy, as global demand grows.

Africa is also rich in natural resources such as minerals and rare earth metals. For example, African countries such as the Democratic Republic of Congo, Ghana, Mali, Namibia, and Zimbabwe all contain large amounts of lithium, a key component in batteries for electric vehicles (BGS 2021). As climates change and dwindling supplies of fossil fuels heighten the importance of cleaner sources of energy, Africa’s resources will be even more hotly contested.

In addition to providing energy and raw materials in response to continental and global needs, Africa will become even more important to the global economy. Africa is currently home to the world’s largest free trade area, making it an important target for states and corporations alike (WB 2021). The short-term effects of COVID-19 have undoubtedly hampered Africa’s economic growth, as previously explained, and recovery is likely to be slow and sporadic across the continent. Looking more over the long term, Africa has a high potential for economic growth. Currently underdeveloped sectors such as technology and financial services will therefore become key targets for external parties in the future (Yade 2021).

Factors such as climate change, potential post-pandemic economic recession, and continued geopolitical power struggles mean Africa’s importance on the global stage will only increase in the future. It is highly likely that nation-state threat actors will increasingly target African entities. While governments and political bodies are likely to be primary targets, financial services will also be important sources of information for this type of threat actor. For example, FSIs can provide states with financial intelligence, monetary policy, business relationships, or financial flows across the continent. This information can then be passed on to domestic companies and used to bolster their competitiveness when dealing with African businesses. Targeting the financial industry can also assist in broader espionage efforts against African governments, businesses, and individuals. It is possible that other threat actors, such as corporations, hacker-for-hire groups, and OCGs, will capitalize on Africa’s immense economic potential and also seek to steal financial intelligence and business-sensitive data from FSIs. Overall, as Africa’s global importance grows, the targeting of its financial-services sector by a diverse range of threat actors will simultaneously increase.
Based on the analysis of the current threat landscape for Africa's financial sector and the subsequent emerging trends, it is clear that a strategic approach is needed to address the challenges ahead. While following normal supervisory practice, such an approach would entail focusing on individual financial entities and aiming to improve their cyber resilience by applying stricter rules and enforcing compliance. However, the analysis in this paper indicates that such an approach would likely be insufficient. The challenge of coping with the serious cyber threats faced by Africa's financial sector—and, with it, society in general—is not borne by Africa's banks, payment service providers, and financial infrastructures alone; financial authorities, including central banks and governments too, must step up their cyber capabilities and improve their own cyber resilience by pursuing the following four-track approach:

**4.1 STRENGTHENING CYBER RESILIENCE OF FINANCIAL ENTITIES AND THE FINANCIAL SECTOR AT LARGE**

The improvement of the cyber resilience of financial entities and the financial sector at large can be achieved only by focusing on both individual financial entities and the financial sector as a collective.

It is the responsibility of supervisors and overseers to ensure that appropriate regulations on operational and cyber risk are in place. While this is often the case, what is lacking in many instances is a more practical understanding by both the supervised/overseen entities and the supervisor/overseer on how these regulations are to be implemented in practice.

Therefore, several authorities have come up with more specific—but technology-neutral—operational guidelines and cyber resilience expectations to provide a common understanding to financial entities and their relevant authorities regarding how to implement and assess the appropriate cyber resilience measures.

Compliance with regulations alone is not enough to ensure cyber resilience. Testing—and for systemically important entities, threat-led penetration testing—is a critical tool for assessing the cyber resilience of supervised and overseen entities. Threat-led penetration testing is a concept already applied in several countries in Europe and Asia,
and the frameworks could also be applied by authorities in other countries. It is recommended that the responsible authorities invite systemically important financial entities to engage in threat-led penetration tests.

The chain is as strong as its weakest link. One way to improve the cyber resilience of the financial sector as a whole is for the financial entities (in most cases the systemically important banks, payment service providers, fintechs, and financial market infrastructures) to cooperate in a cyber information and intelligence-sharing initiative. Within such an initiative, financial entities could work together closely by exchanging the threats they have identified, attacks they have endured, and the possible mitigation measures they have taken. By doing so, they would help themselves and their peers increase their situational awareness, prepare for the threats and imminent attacks they face, and take the appropriate cyber resilience measures. Blueprints for how to set up information and intelligence-sharing initiatives as a financial-sector community are freely available, as are more commercial alternatives.

### 4.2 UNDERSTANDING AND STRENGTHENING THE FINANCIAL-SECTOR SUPPLY CHAIN

The financial sector is a networked industry in which many financial entities are mutually dependent on each other. However, many of these financial entities also depend on the same third-party service providers, such as cloud service operators, security vendors, or hardware providers. As previously mentioned in this report, an extensive supply chain brings with it both benefits and risks—specifically, the risk of large-scale, opportunistic, supply-chain compromise operations allowing threat actors, through the compromise of a single third party, to disturb the supply chain or even access multiple victims. As a result, third-party entities that are used by numerous financial entities can themselves become systemically important.

It is therefore recommended that the financial authorities and central banks conduct sector mapping to establish a clearer understanding of which third-party service providers are of systemic importance to their financial sector and ensure that the relevant providers also comply with the applicable cyber regulations, operational guidelines, and cyber resilience expectations.

### 4.3 STRENGTHENING CYBER RESILIENCE AND SUPERVISORY CAPACITY OF CENTRAL BANKS AND FINANCIAL AUTHORITIES

The responsibility for being cyber resilient and having sufficient cyber capabilities lies not only with the private sector but also with central banks and other financial authorities.

First, central banks and other financial authorities must comply with their own cyber guidelines and expectations. Just like commercial financial entities, central banks and financial authorities perform critical functions that are supported by critical assets (including data) and systems. Therefore, most cyber guidelines and expectations are also relevant for these entities, especially as

---

**BOX 1**

**LIST OF RELEVANT INTERNATIONAL GUIDANCE/STANDARDS**

- Financial Stability Board’s Financial Sector Cybersecurity Regulations, Guidance and Supervisory Practices
- Financial Stability Institute’s Cyber Resilience Practices
- CPMI-IOSCO guidance on cyber resilience for financial market infrastructures
- European Central Bank’s Financial Stability Review: Financial stability vulnerabilities stemming from cyber risks within financial market infrastructures
- National Institute of Standards and Technology Cybersecurity Framework
- ISO/IEC 27000, 27001, 27002, 27031, 27032, 27701
- COBIT 5
- Information Security Forum’s Standard of Good Practice for Information Security
- Federal Financial Institutions Examination Council’s Cybersecurity Assessment Tool
most central banks also act as operators of critical financial infrastructures.

Second, there is often a lack of communication and alignment of policy and action among departments responsible for the institutional and organizational functions of a central bank. Senior managers engaging in structured internal dialogue will greatly contribute to the cyber capabilities and cyber resilience of the central bank, allowing decision-makers to learn from each other and to contribute to the other’s policy and operational objectives (for example, by sharing specific expertise). This recommendation is especially significant for departments responsible for supervision and oversight, for payment systems, and for the bank’s own information systems.

Third, if financial authorities other than the central bank have supervisory responsibilities in a jurisdiction, a proper structural cyber dialogue with the same objectives as described above should be established.

**4.4 STRENGTHENING CYBER RESILIENCE OF GOVERNMENT AND SOCIETY AT LARGE**

This paper has clearly established that some of the challenges threatening Africa’s financial sector can be addressed only by governmental action.

First, the establishment of a national cybersecurity center (NCSC), to assist the government with cyber advice and to provide government and vital industry sectors with computer emergency response team (CERT) services, will greatly contribute to a higher level of cyber resilience within a country’s vital governmental and commercial sectors. Given their crucial institutional role in society, central banks could play a facilitating role in the establishment of such NCSCs.

An NCSC could also be earmarked by means of regulation as the so-called competent authority to which market participants from vital industry sectors have to report their significant cyber incidents, allowing the NCSC to perform its governmental advisory function and national CERT role even better. Furthermore, by also stimulating nonfinancial sectors to set up cyber information and threat intelligence-sharing initiatives (see paragraph 4.1), NCSCs could position themselves as linchpins between those initiatives and actively feed those initiatives with cyber information and intelligence while simultaneously receiving new information and intelligence.

Ultimately, while the financial sector and its authorities focus on improving cyber resilience (that is, improving the capability to cope with cyberattacks), preventing cyber incidents from happening in the first place should be the focus of government. It is recommended that central banks call for—and contribute to—more focused action by governments on improving financial and digital literacy among its citizens and expanding the availability of basic cybersecurity studies to provide a future career path for unemployed youth.

Unfortunately, cyber threats are here to stay, and cyberattacks will continue to happen. Banks, financial market infrastructures, payment service providers, and especially ordinary citizens will continue to be targeted by adversaries trying to steal their money, data, or intellectual property. An efficient and credible judicial system is therefore needed to deter these crimes and—if they happen—to follow up with effective law-enforcement actions. Central banks and other financial authorities should urge governments to improve the cyber capabilities of the judicial system (that is, police, prosecutor offices, courts, and so on) and should stand ready to make available specific financial or cyber expertise if required.

**BOX 2 ROLE OF NATIONAL CYBERSECURITY CENTER AND COMPUTER EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAM**

**National Cybersecurity Center**
The NCSC responds to cybersecurity incidents across organizations in the country and uses industry and academic expertise to build the country’s cybersecurity capability. The NCSC also works to secure public and private-sector networks and prepares publicly available practical guidance to promote knowledge sharing.

**Computer Emergency Response Team**
Also known as the incident response team (IRT) or the computer security incident response team (CSIRT), the CERT comprises appropriately skilled and trusted members of the organization that handle incidents during their life cycle.
4.5 ACTIVELY SEEKING REGIONAL COOPERATION

Financial entities are often active internationally. In addition, cyber risks do not stop at geographic borders. Therefore, it is recommended that central banks and financial authorities reach out to their peers in countries in their region to coordinate follow-up actions regarding the recommendations above and to establish and cooperate in joint initiatives where appropriate. As the European Commission and the European Central Bank do at the level of the European Union, the institutions of the African cooperation and/or economic and monetary integration initiatives could play a facilitating role in this.
5. Conclusion

The evidence presented in this report demonstrates that African financial services are already a significant target for a wide range of threat actors. High-value thefts conducted by OCGs and financially motivated nation-states represent the most significant current threat to financial integrity across the continent, while ransomware is an already prominent but growing concern for organizations across all industries. Both African FSIs and their customers face an almost-constant barrage of scamming and social-engineering activity from a largely homegrown class of opportunistic threat actors looking to exploit security loopholes and individual naivety. Additionally, state-level espionage and prolific data theft threaten the confidentiality of financial systems and their data and threaten to cause long-term reputational damage and potential mistrust of digital technologies within the global system.

Building on this evidence and a number of technological, socioeconomic, and geopolitical factors, this report also postulates the most likely threat landscape for African FSIs in the near future. Well-established trends, such as the large-scale and rapid digitalization of financial products and the expansion of the software and hardware supply chain for FSIs, open up new opportunities for cyber-enabled compromise, while efforts to improve formal financial participation across the continent provide Africa’s already prolific scammers and hackers with fresh, naive, and digitally unsophisticated targets.

Long-standing economic challenges faced by the continent, compounded by the slow and sporadic recovery from the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic, are likely to exacerbate the existing trend of young, technically skilled, and unemployed (or precariously employed) Africans turning to cybercrime as a quick and lucrative source of income. Technical developments, such as the commodification of hacking tools, accelerate this trend. Conversely, while many African states are pushing to enact robust and effective cybersecurity legislation, significant gaps remain. These gaps, coupled with a general lack of capability and capacity to investigate cybercrimes effectively and arrest and successfully prosecute those involved, will not deter this projected uptake of cybercrime across the continent.

On a global scale, developments in cybersecurity and technologies will exacerbate the already significant security divide between FSIs (and, indeed, most entities) in the developed and developing world. This trend will push threat actors to target entities that are now comparatively less secure in developing regions in greater numbers and volume. Finally, as developments such as climate change, energy insecurity, and geopolitical
power struggles heighten Africa’s importance on the global stage, espionage activity from nation-states and other motivated threat actors against such relevant targets as governments, big business, and financial services will similarly increase.

The challenge of coping with the serious cyber threats that Africa’s financial sector is facing—and, with it, society in general—is not borne by Africa’s banks, payment service providers, and financial infrastructures alone. Financial authorities (including central banks) and governments can help address these challenges by focusing on improving the cyber resilience of both individual financial entities and the financial sector as a collective; on strengthening the cyber resilience and supervisory capacity of central banks and financial authorities; and ultimately on bolstering the cyber resilience of African society at large. Central banks and financial authorities should also actively seek to cooperate with their peers in neighboring countries.
APPENDIX A
Definitions

The intelligence-led model uses historical precedent, trend examples, and prior examples to establish the level of threat of a particular entity. Cyber threat intelligence typically divides threat actors into the following categories, based on their intent and capability:

- **Nation-states**: Established groups working for or on behalf of an incumbent government. Typically, these threat actors are highly sophisticated and well resourced and are capable of compromising even hardened targets. Their motivations typically align with their state’s broader strategic objectives, such as conducting espionage against targets, obtaining data, or, for some states, stealing money.

- **Organized cybercriminal groups**: Loose affiliations of individual cybercriminals who pool expertise, tooling, and resources to compromise their victims. OCGs range in capability: Some rival nation-state actors in terms of skill and sophistication, and in some geographies, OCG infrastructure, personnel, and targeting rationale may overlap closely with that of nation-state actors. OCGs are typically financially motivated and seek financial gain in a variety of ways, including manipulating financial networks, stealing and selling data, or using disruptive tactics to extort payments from victims.

- **Hackers**: Individuals unaffiliated with OCGs. Hackers are motivated by a range of factors, including financial gain, notoriety, and general curiosity. Their skill-set varies widely. Less skilled hackers are restricted to exploiting system misconfigurations, while more sophisticated individuals have proven capable of compromising well-secured networks to steal data, conduct disruption, or sell access to other cybercriminals. These highly capable hackers tend to be absorbed by collective entities such as nation-states or OCGs.

- **Hacktivists**: Individual or loosely affiliated threat actors driven primarily by ideological motivations. Hacktivist attacks focus on disrupting or embarrassing their targets—for example, through DoS attacks, data breaches, website defacement, and social media campaigning. Like hackers, individual hacktivists vary in skill and capability.

- **Malicious insiders**: Former or current employees or staff members who act against their employers. Insiders are driven by a number of motivations, including financial gain or to take revenge on an employer. Although some insiders, such as IT staff, have high levels of technical skill, even unskilled employees can cause serious damage through privileged knowledge of, and access to, systems.

- **Corporations**: Companies, corporations, or enterprises that adopt cyber techniques to obtain a competitive business advantage. Activities usually involve espionage and theft of sensitive data, such as technical intel-
lectual property, trade secrets, or business intelligence, but some corporations may also seek to disrupt the activities of industry competitors for their own gain.

- **Hackers for hire:** Either groups or individuals with moderate to high technical skill who rent out hacking services to third parties. Hacker-for-hire activity usually involves espionage against designated targets. The contractual nature of their activities means that victims are located in a wide range of geographies and industries, depending on the objectives and motivations of their “employer.”

Threat intelligence also divides types of attack into the following groups, based on their likely impact on the victim:

- **Confidentiality attacks** focus on stealing or exposing secret, confidential, or otherwise private information, ranging from customer data to technical intellectual property.
- **Integrity attacks** focus on manipulating target assets for various purposes, such as adapting security controls to facilitate lateral movement within networks or altering the contents of financial messaging systems to divert legitimate payments or create fraudulent ones.
- **Availability attacks** disrupt the continuation of systems underpinning key services, such as websites or payment portals, via methods such as DoS attacks, ransomware, or destructive malware.
This table details the case studies collected and analyzed for this report. The nature of the report means that these studies are skewed toward more recent events. This should not be taken to mean that malicious cyber activity did not occur in Africa before these dates.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In October 2021, a joint United States-South Africa operation arrested members of Nigeria-based Black Axe OCG, which had stolen over $6.85 million from victims via romance and business email compromise scams (Hyman 2021). The involvement of US authorities indicates that a number of victims were likely based abroad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In October 2021, the Nigerian Communications Commission alerted the public of a malicious app mimicking popular Android mobile banking applications to spread the Flubot malware. When installed, the app harvests users’ online banking credentials and gains access to SMS messages to intercept two-factor authentication codes to approve a fraudulent log-in (Sahara Reporters 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In October 2021, the Central Bank of Nigeria warned that scammers were using Twitter to defraud customers by falsely claiming to disburse 50 billion eNaira, Nigeria’s new digital currency, launched on October 25, 2021 (Adegboyega 2021). The campaign likely aimed to obtain Nigerians’ banking details for use in further fraudulent activity. This example shows how low-level scammers quickly capitalize on technological developments in the banking sector for their own personal gain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In August 2021, authorities arrested 39 Nigerians for using lost or stolen SIM cards to empty bank accounts. The group’s operating model involved purchasing SIM packs in bulk and reactivating old phone numbers to obtain bank account details (Isamotu 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In July 2021, the Egregor ransomware operators targeted the South African investment and private credit firm Norsad Finance.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In July 2021, ransomware disrupted operations at Transnet, South Africa’s state-owned enterprise for rail, port, and pipeline infrastructure. The incident took most systems offline, forcing employees to record vessel movements manually and causing significant logistical backlogs. Although not directly targeting the financial sector, the incident shows ransomware groups’ clear intent to capitalize on inadequate security and target critical infrastructure entities in Africa (Reva 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In July 2021, a Nigerian citizen was sentenced for defrauding a US retirement fund out of $1 million by conspiring with an insider to create unauthorized bank accounts, change legitimate bank deposit information, and reroute payments to controlled accounts (Nwezeh 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date</td>
<td>Example</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In July 2021, Angola’s largest state-owned bank suffered a disruptive attack against several servers, leaving services at branches in its commercial banking network temporarily limited (Lusa/Ver Angola 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In July 2021, an unidentified threat actor compromised a South African financial services provider and stole databases containing policyholder information, including bank account numbers and card details (Vermeulen 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In April 2021, the founders of South African cryptocurrency exchange Africrypt staged a hack and stole $3.6 billion from investors (Ryan 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>Research in March 2021 shows OCG FIN7 conducted attacks on point-of-sale systems in South Africa, aiming to steal customer card data (Seals 2021). The details were then used to make counterfeit cards, which the group used to commit fraud or sold to other cybercriminals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In February 2021, the operators of REvil ransomware compromised the Union Bank of Nigeria, disrupted system availability, and stole and leaked confidential customer and business data (Hack Notice 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>In February 2021, unknown threat actors compromised Angola’s Ministry of Finance, accessed emails and shared folders, and stole confidential data (Massala 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In December 2020, a credit analyst at a South African bank stole and sold the personal information of 200,000 customers to an unknown third party (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In December 2020, African Union staff discovered that nation-state threat actors had compromised the security camera system installed in their headquarters for espionage purposes (CSIS 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In November 2020, the Eggeror ransomware operators targeted Zimbabwe’s Steward Bank, causing several days of system disruption.²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In November 2020, Nigerian authorities arrested three OCG members engaging in phishing, malware campaigns, and business email compromise scams against almost 500,000 victims located in Japan, Nigeria itself, Singapore, the United Kingdom, and the United States (Scroxton 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In October 2020, hackers compromised Pegasus Technologies, a fintech service used by numerous mobile network operators such as MTN and Airtel for mobile money payments, as well as providing financial services for a mobile banking platform. The attackers stole about $1 million from Uganda’s digital payments system, and 20 million people were affected by the subsequent service shutdown (Kasemiire and Ajuna 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In October 2020, a hacktivist group protesting police brutality targeted the website of the Central Bank of Nigeria with DDoS attacks (Vermeulen 2019). The incident was part of a wider campaign against the Nigerian government, demonstrating how FSIs can be caught up in wider politically or ideologically motivated campaigns (Olufemi 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In November 2020, the Calix ransomware strain infected the Development Bank of Seychelles, a branch of the Seychelles Central Bank (Sweny 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In August 2020, the New Zealand stock exchange was taken offline for approximately two days following several DDoS attacks (BBC News 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In August 2020, Experian South Africa suffered a data breach, resulting in the exposure of personal information belonging to 24 million South Africans and almost 800,000 business entities (Times Live 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In July 2020, Somalia suffered an almost complete internet blackout after the parliament removed the president in a vote of no confidence. The blackout was likely intended to impede coverage of the incident but affected a large number of businesses and Somalia’s mobile money services (Netblocks 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In June 2020, employees at a South African bank stole a master key used to decrypt bank operations, access and modify banking systems, and generate keys for customer cards. The employees used the key to access customer accounts, make fraudulent transactions, and steal over $3.2 million (Cimpanu 2020). The incident cost the bank over $58 million in remediation, as well as harder-to-measure reputational damage and loss of customer trust and loyalty. The incident also demonstrates how insiders can leverage their privileged system knowledge and access to manipulate internal systems without immediate detection.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In June 2020, ideological hacktivists targeted the website of Sudan’s Ministry of Endowment and Religious Affairs with political slogans. They also allegedly targeted the Ministry of Finance (Sudan News Agency 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In May 2020, Gambian authorities arrested 12 suspects linked to an attack on The Gambia’s Trust Bank. Evidence suggests that the suspects worked with insiders in attempts to make fraudulent transactions (The Point 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>In January 2020, the South African Banking Risk Information Centre warned about a significant number of attacks on African banks from a Russia-based OCG. The OCG was reportedly attempting to compromise vulnerable FSIs and deploy a variety of malware on compromised systems, with the objective of bypassing internal security controls and redirecting funds (Githahu 2020).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>A fraud report from the Ghana central bank reported a 584.1 percent year-on-year increase in card fraud affecting its customers from 2019 to 2020 (Ghanaian Times 2020).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

² Note: This incident is mentioned in the table for completeness, but the specific nature of the system disruption is not detailed in the provided text. For a more comprehensive understanding, it would be advisable to review the original source or related reports.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Example</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2020</td>
<td>Several hundred thousand victims were defrauded out of a total of $588 million through a pyramid scheme bitcoin scam in 2020 (Chelin 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>In October 2019, the South African Banking Risk and Information Centre reported a series of DDoS attacks against multiple African banks’ public-facing assets. The attacks were accompanied by a ransom note demanding payment to stop the attacks. The attacks were timed to coincide with payday to cause maximum disruption. While the effects of this campaign were limited, it demonstrated how less sophisticated threat actors seek to disrupt FSIs’ availability for financial gain. These attacks coincided with a ransomware attack against the City of Johannesburg’s network, which shut down all electronic services, including bill-payment mechanisms, and coincided with month-end processes for supplier and customer payments (Paton 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>In September 2019, Garmin South Africa warned customers that their financial information was at risk after a card-skimming script was found on their e-commerce site. Customers who shopped on the site had their home addresses, phone numbers, email addresses, and full payment card and billing address data stolen (Karabus 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>In September 2019, an unknown OCG deployed ransomware against the large South African energy supplier City Power. The incident was timed to coincide with when many South Africans received monthly paychecks to pay for electricity for the next month. The ransomware encrypted City Power’s entire network, including databases and application servers, and temporarily kept many customers from purchasing electricity packages (BBC News 2019). In addition to harming City Power customers, this incident shows how cybersecurity vulnerabilities in other industries can affect FSIs: A loss of power for an FSI could render it unable to process transactions, conduct trading, or engage in other business-critical operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>In January 2019, an employee at a South African bank attempted to transfer approximately R 100 million (approximately $6.6 million) from a customer’s account into accounts controlled by accomplices. The employee used privileged system access to approve replica cards, which would be used to withdraw the funds from ATMs (Hlungwani 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Active since 2019, a Kenyan group named SilentCards has stolen approximately $174 million from Kenyan banks. The group purchases legitimate dormant accounts and co-opts the services of current bank employees to transfer and withdraw significant sums of money from ATMs (Niba 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2019</td>
<td>In 2019, police arrested 77 Nigerians, including a local entrepreneur, for engaging in an online financial-fraud scheme worth almost $1 million (Iwenwanne 2021).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017–19</td>
<td>Several FSIs in West Africa were targeted by cyberattacks aimed at compromising internal networks and making fraudulent transactions (Symantec Threat Hunter Team 2019).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>In November 2018, Mozambique’s banking system (including ATMs and card machines) was offline for several days after Portuguese fintech provider BizFirst cut off its services when Mozambique refused to pay a disputed bill (Verdade 2018).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>In May 2018, researchers revealed that a financially motivated nation-state group was engaging in a long-term espionage operation against the financial sector. The intrusions affected a number of African FSIs. The operation’s likely objective was large-scale data reconnaissance to identify potential targets for future compromise (Sherstobitoff 2018). In 2019, the same group targeted banks in five African countries to compromise internal banking infrastructure and redirect funds (Lederer 2019; The Chronicle 2019). This example shows significant nation-state interest in capitalizing on Africa’s generally weaker cybersecurity posture for financial gain.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2018</td>
<td>In January 2018, an OCG stole at least K Sh 29 million (approximately $261,000) from the National Bank of Kenya, with anecdotal reporting suggesting that the actual sum was about K Sh 340 million (approximately $3 million) (PC Tech Magazine 2018). The bank cited a compromise of its internal network.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007–17</td>
<td>Vendor research in 2017 revealed that a nation-state group had been targeting a number of Africa-based FSIs since at least 2011 and perhaps even 2007. The custom malware used by the group had sophisticated system fingerprinting, discovery, and exfiltration capabilities, indicating that the group was conducting long-term espionage operations against its targets (Johnson 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2017</td>
<td>In November 2017, unknown threat actors temporarily took down the services of Algeria’s state telecommunications operator, Algerie Telecom, with a series of DDoS attacks (Paganini 2017).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>In May 2016, an OCG targeted South Africa’s Standard Bank, compromised internal banking systems, customer databases, and operational safeguards and managed to use forged cards to withdraw over $19 million from ATMs across Japan (Carnegie Endowment for International Peace 2021). More than 260 suspects were eventually arrested, highlighting the extensive infrastructure available to these more sophisticated threat actors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2016</td>
<td>In October 2016, an individual hacker for hire was contracted by a rival firm to use a botnet to conduct DDoS attacks against a Liberian telecommunications company. The incident left the country unable to access the internet (Casciani 2019). It was not directed at FSIs, but the level of reliance on mobile infrastructure and the internet to conduct daily banking activities indicates how infrastructure and connection disruption can significantly affect the wider financial industry across Africa.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. Threat-led penetration testing is also advocated for by the G-7. A good practical example is TIBER-EU, the threat-led penetration testing framework developed by the European Central Bank and currently applied in 11 EU countries. The TIBER-EU framework is jurisdiction and sector agnostic and free to be used. Next to that, reference is made to the CIISI-EU initiative, which has been developed under the aegis of the Euro Cyber Resilience Board and the European Central Bank. The CIISI-EU blueprint is sector and jurisdiction agnostic, free to be used, and currently being implemented in several countries and regions.

2. Closed source.


4. In November 2019, under the aegis of the Financial Inclusion Global Initiative, the World Bank published Cyber Resilience for Financial Market Infrastructures, which spells out in concrete, practical terms the expectations for the oversight of cyber resilience developed by the European Central Bank. Next to that, one could be referred to the Principles for Operational Resilience published by the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS 2021).

5. Threat-led penetration testing is also advocated for by the G-7. A good practical example is TIBER-EU, the threat-led penetration testing framework developed by the European Central Bank and currently applied in 11 EU countries. The TIBER-EU framework is jurisdiction and sector agnostic and free to be used.

6. Reference is made to the CIISI-EU initiative, which has been developed under the aegis of the Euro Cyber Resilience Board and the European Central Bank. The CIISI-EU blueprint is sector and jurisdiction agnostic, free to be used, and currently being implemented in several countries and regions.

7. September 2020, as part of its Digital Finance Package, the European Commission issued a proposal for an EU regulation on digital resilience for the financial sector, the Digital Operational Resilience Act. While in the final stages of negotiations with European Parliament and EU member states (status February 2022), the legal proposal aims—among other things—to establish an EU-wide oversight regime for “critical ICT third party service providers.”

8. This does not need imply that institutional roles and responsibilities are being blurred, nor that it needs to be done in a fully formalized setting. Already agreeing to meet regularly at the senior management level and starting the dialogue will probably make a great difference.

9. The role of an NCSC is ultimately to support organizations in protecting against, identifying, and responding to cyber threats. More acutely, an NCSC distills cybersecurity knowledge into practical guidance for organizations and individuals, responds to cybersecurity incidents to reduce the potential impact, uses industry and academic expertise to bolster national cybersecurity capabilities, and reduces general risk by securing public- and private-sector networks. For more information, see https://www.ncsc.gov.uk/information/about-the-ncsc.

10. The role of a national CERT is to coordinate the management of national cybersecurity incidents; support critical national infrastructure entities in managing cybersecurity incidents; promote cybersecurity situational awareness across industry, academia, and the public sector; and act as a single international point of contact for coordination and collaboration with other national CERTs. For more information, see https://www.gov.uk/government/news/uk-launches-first-national-cert. CERTs can also be established at the sectoral level.


13. Closed source.